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Summary 

Technology Innovation and advances in seismic data 

processing has led to enhanced spatial and temporal 

resolution of 3D seismic data over the last few 

decades.  This paper is an effort to highlight the 

interpretive use of full stack bandwidth extended 

high resolution seismic data and several derived 

attributes such as acoustic impedance through sparse 

layer inversion and facies probability volumes in 

Mumbai High area for reassessment of hydrocarbon 

prospectivity of Basal Clastics reservoir. Basal 

Clastics pay forms an important play in view of the 

huge exploration potential with sizable reserve 

available for exploitation. It is essentially a thin 

clastics sedimentary section deposited in continental 

to marginal marine settings. The thickness variation 

of these sediments over the entire Mumbai high area 

is from 0-30m which is below seismic resolution. 

Delineating this reservoir from the overlying 

carbonate and underlying Basement rock is the 

challenge that needed to be overcome. Owing to the 

thinness of beds as well as the associated vertical and 

lateral heterogeneity, the delineation of top of the 

reservoir and its characterization becomes extremely 

challenging with vintage seismic of suboptimal 

resolution. The high resolution seismic, full band 

impedance inversion and facies probability volumes 

have facilitated to overcome the challenge posed by 

detectability of thin reservoir. Calibration of well 

data with impedance and facies probability attributes 

exhibit fairly good correlation with producing wells, 

which in turn has helped to optimally place the 

exploratory and development locations for risk 

reduction and increasing the success rate. 

Introduction:    

Mumbai High field (Figure 1) located in the western   

shelf of India is the prolific producer of oil and gas. 

The field is doubly plunging anticline bounded on 

the east by NNW-SSE trending regional fault and 

divided into northern and southern blocks by east-

west trending fault zone. Established pool 

predominantly consists of lower-middle Miocene 

reservoirs and Basal Clastics sediments overlying 

the Basement. They are essentially thin sedimentary 

section between the Pre Cambrian Basement and the 

Oligocene carbonates which are deposited in 

continental to marginal marine settings. The Basal 

Clastics sequence has been primarily deposited by 

erosion of Basement rocks from positive areas with 

a very short distance transportation of the eroded 

materials and deposited in nearby slopes/lows. The 

Basement rocks have varied lithologies like Granite, 

Granite Gneiss, Quartzite, Phyllite, Biotite/ Chlorite 

Schist and Basalt.The structural complexities and 

varied Basement composition influence the 

depositional trends in Basal Clastics giving rise to 

vertical and lateral heterogeneity. More than 120 

wells have been drilled through Basal Clastics and 

Basement in the study area and met with mixed 

success. The reservoir characterization is extremely 

challenging owing to thickness variation 0-30m. 

Additionally, at some places base of Oligocene 

carbonates is shaly which further enhances the 

complexities in seismic resolution of Basal Clastics. 

 

Figure 1: Prospect Map of Mumbai Offshore basin showing the 

study area 

Conventional seismic data gave composite response 

of Basal Clastics and underlying Basement making 

it difficult to map the event corresponding to Basal 

Clastics accurately. However, recently processed 

band width extended seismic and full band 

impedance inversion has improved the vertical and 

lateral resolution of Basal Clastics. Figure 2 

demonstrates the subtle heterogeneities capturing 
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the spatio-temporal resolution increment on relative 

impedance volumes of vintage to bandwidth 

extended seismic from upper left to extreme right 

below. 

   

Figure 2: Comparison of impoved resolution for vintage and 
frequency enhanced relative impedance volumes.The envelope 

gets thinner and in between heterogenities become distinct. 

  

Further facies probabilities derived using (Bayesian 

inference) ELAN processed data and full stack 

acoustic impedance provides meaningful statistical 

relationship between impedance and reservoir facies 

and uncertainty involved in it. A comparison of 

model based inversion on vintage data and full stack 

acoustic impedance in Figure 3 demonstrates 

improved definition of thin stratigraphic layers. 

 

Figure 3: Comparison of bandlimited inversion of vintage data 

with high resolution impedance inversion.Improved definition of 

thin units are very well brought up in the later. 

 

The delineation of Basal Clastics top has been done 

utilizing 130 Hz, 180 Hz and 230 Hz and relative 

impedance volume over entire area. The inverted 

acoustic impedance exhibits good correlation with 

most of the drilled wells. Further analysis of 

attributes along with the cross plots helped in 

identification of reservoir and non-reservoir zone 

which is fairly correlatable with drilled wells. The 

objective of this study is to assess reservoir 

distributions and terminations using newly 

processed data to optimize favourable locale for the 

placement of wells to increase production and 

minimize the risk involved with detectability of 

these thin pays. 

Methodology  

The workflow adopted for this study can be 

represented as following 

 

Figure 4: Basic workflow for the study 

Horizon correlation in conventional seismic data 

corresponding to event for Basal Clastics was 

difficult particularly in the area where reservoir is 

very thin giving rise to the composite response from 

underlying Basement. The high impedance layer 

above and below the Basal Clastics also interferes 

with seismic manifestation of   event at many places. 

However, this fact has been very aptly utilized in 

relative impedance of full stack bandwidth extended 

seismic to demarcate top of the Basal Clastics shown 

in Figure 5 below. 

        

Figure 5: Relative impedance secction through wells.Relative 

impedance increases from blue to red. 

 

 The bandwidth extended seismic has brought out 

the subtle heterogeneities with improved vertical 

and lateral resolution in the reservoir zone. Seismic 

volumes of 130 Hz and 180 Hz frequency have been 

used for correlation as they exhibit better continuity 

of the events and the high frequency volume 230 Hz 

for local detailing and fine tuning. Same 

methodology was used for correlation of Basement 

in the area. The isochronopach between reservoir top 

and Basement helps in identifying and relooking the 

area with significant thickness of clastics.   

During the processing of data, it was observed   that 

impedance properties of Basal Clastics consisting 
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similar lithofacies is not uniform over the entire 

area. The probability density functions (PDFs) 

which provides a statistical relationship between P 

Impedance and reservoir facies distribution     

exhibits predominantly two trends in the study area. 

Area- 1 i.e., in the north and north western part 

where sand facies has higher impedance than shale 

and Area-2 in the central, eastern and south east 

areas where shale facies has higher impedance than 

sands. However, there exists an overlap in sand and 

shale facies for both the areas illustrated in Figure 6.   

  
           Figure 6: PDF for wells falling in Area 1 and Area 2  

 

The multi well quality check plot between inverted 

and log based impedance also exhibits two different 

trends prevalent in the area of study as illustrated in 

figure 7.  

         

Figure 7:  Multi well QC plot demonstrating corrleation between 

inverted  and computed impedance and predominant trends 

 

Considering the above facts, inverted impedance 

against computed impedance cross plot are 

generated for both the areas separately. Figure 8 

demonstrates 60-70% correlation between 

computed and inverted impedance for one such area.  

 

Figure 8: QC plot demonstrating corrleation between computed 

impedance with inverted impedance for area 1. 

Subsequently, cross plot between P Impedance and 

effective porosity colored with saturation for several 

wells in different clusters has been analyzed in detail 

to bring out the impedance  range of reservoir  and 

non -reservoir facies. Figure 9 explains reservoir and 

non-reservoir impedance range for one such well.  

         

Figure 9: Crossplot of P Impedance with effective porosity 

colored with saturation showing impedance variation  

Further, P-Impedance and effective porosity slices 

corresponding to pay zones are calculated and 

validated with nearby wells (Figure 10 & Figure 11). 

            

Figure 10: P-Impedance slice between Basal Clastics and 

Basement. 

   

  

Figure 11: Effective porosity slice between Basal Clastics and 

Basement. 
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Attributes corresponding to probability of facies are 

also analyzed for pay zones. Analysis of Basement 

composition in producing wells, integrating well   

and core data brings out that lows/flanks near 

exposed granitic or granite gneiss are more likely to 

encounter reservoir facies in Basal Clastics.  Based 

on the above framework a geological model has 

been conceived satisfying the following criteria for 

placing infill location as illustrated in Figures 12-13. 

 Sufficient thickness on isochronopach. 

 Impedance range matching with concerned 

PDFs in the area. 

 Proximity to granitic/granite gneiss  provenance  

 Connectivity within  Basement fracture 

 

 

Figure12: Impedance overlain with isochrono between Basal 

Clastics and Basement  for identifying locale with substantial 
thickness and impedance matching with nearby wells . 

 

 

Figure13: Schematic seismogeological cross section  showing 

demonstarting distribution. 

 

Case Study: 

Based on the above methodology a few areas were 

selected for placing infill locations for field 

development. The case study pertains to one such 

area around platform M1. The area around platform 

M1 has several prominent structural highs oriented 

in NE-SW direction which are likely to act as good 

provenance for Basal Clastics deposition. The 

producers in the vicinity have proved to be 

hydrocarbon bearing in Basement and overlying 

Basal Clastics. The impedance, effective porosity 

and probabilistic facies have been analyzed 

calibrating with major producers (Wells A, B, C, D 

and E) tabulated below in Figure 14. 

        

Figure 14: Table demonstrating property analyzed for infill 
location along with the producing wells (highlighted in green). 

 

The P-Impedance range varies from 7500-10500 

m/s*g/cc and porosity range varies from 15-20%   

for these wells (Figure14). Based on the above 

analysis Well F was optimally shifted and drilled 

recently. Figure 15-16 demonstrates the variation of 

P-Impedance and Effective porosity for area 

adjoining platform M1. 

  

Figure 15: Mean  P-Impedance between proportional slice  

corresponding to  Basal Clastics pay for area around platform M1 

                

Figure16: Mean EffectivePorosity between proportional slice  

corresponding to Basal Clastics pay for area around platform M1. 
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Well F encountered good reservoir section (24m 

thick) within Basal Clastics. On testing, this section 

flowed oil@ 4000 bpd .The hydrocarbon saturation 

for the well F is shown in Figure17. 

 

           

     

     

       

  

                 

                   
        

Figure 17: ELAN processed log of Well F showing HC saturation 

 

Conclusions 

 The Basal Clastics play of Mumbai High field is 

thin sedimentary clastics deposited in local lows 

or flanks of the Basement with inherent vertical 

and lateral heterogeneity. 

 Vintage seismic data with suboptimal resolution 

provides limited information in this regard.  

 Full stack bandwidth extended seismic has 

improved the spatio-temporal resolution of 

seismic data making it more amenable to 

interpretation. 

 Integration of well data and pay maps with 

bandwidth extended seismic and derived 

attributes provides better insights for delineation 

of reservoir boundary. 
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